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Convective permitting
climate simulations

50 km

Dynamical downscaling methods are
used to refine aspects of the global
climate simulations at finer spatial and
temporal scales. Typical applications are:
-

-

Resolving the influence of complex
orography or coastal regions for
regional projections
Improved temporal variability (e.g.,
winds, rainfall, extreme weather)
Urban climate modelling, Energy,
Hydrology, Air pollution, etc

A recent development is convective
permitting climate models (<4km), which
have the potential to significantly
improve some aspects of climate
projections, but also have considerable
computational challenges.
Example of rainfall simulated at 50 km
resolution (top) and 2 km resolution (bottom)

2 km

Dynamically downscaling regional climate
Region climate models are based on a few elements:
– Assimilation of the host Global Climate Model (GCM), to
survey multiple possible future climate change predictions
– Better resolved surface detail (e.g., land-use, mountains,
coasts, cities, etc)
– Better resolved atmospheric physical processes (e.g.,
convection) at scales where the climate impacts on humans
– Bias corrections to errors from Global Climate Models (e.g.,
reduced Sea Surface Temperature biases)

200 km

50 km

Example of rainfall simulation over Tasmania at various spatial resolutions.
Acknowledgements to Climate Futures for Tasmania

10 km

CCAM regional earth system model
The Conformal Cubic Atmospheric
Model (CCAM) is an open source
regional climate model developed by
CSIRO. It has a focus on atmospheric
processes, although includes Earth
system components like aerosols, carbon
cycle and a dynamical ocean.
CCAM uses a non-hydrostatic, semiimplicit semi-Lagrangian dynamical core,
based on a variable resolution, global
cubic grid. This allows CCAM to take
relatively large time-steps so that it can
simulate 100+ simulations years in a
reasonable amount of time.
The CCAM grid can be focused over a
region using the Schmidt transformation
(Schmidt 1967), which results in a
regional simulation that is interacting
with the large-scale circulation

Example of the CCAM cubic grid, focused over
Australia using the Schmidt coordinate
transformation. Note there are no lateral
boundaries.

CCAM atmospheric and land-surface
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Optimising CCAM for
high-resolution
Global climate models at 50 to 200 km
resolution, tend to produce 1 – 5
simulation years per day to achieve
100+ year integrations in a practical
amount of time. In comparison,
weather forecasting usually produce
approximately 0.3 - 0.6 simulation
years per day.

Increasing global climate model
resolutions to convective scales would
require 10,000 to 100,000 increase in
computing resources
Instead we employ various methods to
both improve the speed of the model,
as well as reducing the size of the
computational burden.
Comparison of 50 km simulation (top) and
5 km resolution simulation (bottom)

CCAM nesting with a stretched grid
CCAM can focus its grid over a particular region to
produce a high-resolution simulation without
increasing the number of grid points

As the grid stretching increases, then the grid can
become degraded in some regions. Instead of
increasing the number of grid points to
compensate, we instead use a nesting approach
Since CCAM does not require any lateral
boundaries, we employ a convolution based scaleselective filter (Thatcher and McGregor 2008) to
nudge large wavelengths from the host GCM, while
allowing CCAM to simulate small-scale features in
its high-resolution region.

Uniform global grid (e.g., 50 km)
Scale-selective
filter

Advantages of this approach include:
– Reduces the required computing resources
– Allows interaction between the regional simulation
and larger-scale dynamics
– Allows large jumps in resolution (e.g., 1:25)
compared to limited area models (e.g., 1:4)
– Reduces issues with the physical parameterisation
‘grey zone’ (4 – 12 km resolution)

Stretched grid for Australia (e.g., 5 km).
Note that the grid is degraded for some
regions as the number of grid points is
unchanged.

CCAM reversibly staggered grid
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Semi-Lagrangian models allow for large time-steps, but are also known for being too
dispersive. CCAM employs a reversibly staggered grid that pivots between the
Arakawa A and C grids (McGregor 2005). This approach improves the dispersive
properties of the model and the kinetic energy spectra compares favourably to other
semi-Lagrangian models

CCAM parallel design
Like most climate models, CCAM supports
both MPI and (optionally) OMP
parallelisation. Further model, CCAM
supports a single precision mode, with care
taken to maintain conservation (e.g., He
and Ding 2001).
MPI is used to decompose the horizontal
grid in two-dimensions, as the physical
parameterisations are implicit in the
vertical. Different grid decompositions are
available, depending on the number of
cores, but the face decomposition that
minimises the message passing is preferred
OMP further decomposes the horizontal
grid for the physical parameterisations and
can be useful with hyperthreaded cores
(e.g., Xeon Phi KNL where CCAM achieved
an overall 1.6x speed-up, compared to
other models with 1.2x to 1.4x speed-up).
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Example of CCAM face decomposition of the cubic
grid. This configuration minimises the number of
messages, but requires a multiple of six cores

Profiling with
IPM

ACCESS 1.4 coupled GCM
(1.875o x 1.25o ~135 km)

ATM

ICE

OCN

For comparison we show
the ACCESS 1.4 GCM with
the coupled atmosphereocean configuration of
CCAM.
The CCAM results are a
combination of numerous
optimisations, including:
– Improved load-balance
– Message aggregation
– Overlapping
communication and
computation
– Minimising internode
communication
– Parallel input and output
by node or core
– Single precision mode

CCAM coupled RCM
(C96 ~100 km)

Multi-grid solver

Halo update + load imbalance

* Note different scales

Application #1: simulating extreme rainfall
for Sydney climate change projections
We have used convective permitting CCAM simulations to examine extreme rainfall
in the region around Sydney. After downscaling from the ACCESS1-0 GCM, CCAM
produced 2+ simulation years per day at 2km resolution (no ocean), on 1,536 cores

50 km resolution

400 km

2 km resolution

400 km

Comparison between orography resolved in 50 km simulations and 2 km simulations. The
domain indicates the high-resolution region of the CCAM simulation using a C192 stretched grid.

Change in rainfall for between 1981-2000
and 2046-2065 after downscaling ACCESS1-0
The CCAM 2 km simulations also indicate a changing spatial pattern, depending on
the severity of the extreme rainfall. The 95th percentile tends to be more influenced
by costal features, whereas the ARI-20 tends to exhibit an orographic signal
95th percentile

+1% ave
(-2 to 6%)

99th percentile

+6% ave
(-5 to 20%)

ARI-20

+21% ave
More sever rainfall

Application #2: enhanced drying for
elevated orography
A second example of convective permitting simulations is for 5 km resolution
downscaling over Victoria, Australia. This experiment showed change in rainfall
between 1980-1999 and 2080-2099 for six GCMs using RCP8.5 (downscaling of
three GCMs shown below)
Although some downscaled GCMs show increasing average rainfall and others
show decreasing average rainfall, all cases show enhanced drying at higher
elevations. Usually the parameterised sub-grid scale convective rainfall would
predict an increase by Clausius-Clapeyron, although the resolved rainfall shows a
clear decrease (see Grose et al 2018).
CCAM 5km – NorESM1-M

CCAM 5km - CRNM-CM5

CCAM 5km – HadGEM2-CC

Examples of change in average annual rainfall at 5km resolution over Victoria after downscaling three
GCMs. Note enhanced drying for elevated terrain

Conclusions
This presentation has outlined some of the development
of the CCAM climate model for simulating climate change
scenarios at convective permitting spatial scales
Although such simulations can be computationally
intensive, we have employed some methods to reduce the
burden that include:
– Variable resolution grid to redistribute grid points where
needed, while still maintaining an interaction with the
large-scale circulation (no arbitrary lateral boundaries)
– Nesting a stretched grid with a scale-selective filter to allow
further grid refinement
– Combining a reversibly staggered grid to improve dispersive
properties with a semi-implicit, semi-Lagrangian approach
to increase the time-step

Applications of convective permitting simulations were
shown for extreme rainfall over Sydney and enhanced
drying at higher altitudes in Victoria. Other examples
include urban adaptation, impacts of land-clearing, as well
as possible hydrological applications (e.g., urban flooding).
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Urban heat island simulated by
CCAM/UCLEM for Melbourne
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